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BACKGROUND AND GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug – Ugra is situated in the central part of
West Siberian Plain, one of the largest plains in the world. Historically, the name of the
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug - Ugra, «Yu» - means water, «Ra» - the people.
In the north the okrug borders Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug, in the northwest - the Republic of Komi, in the south-west - Sverdlovsk region, in the south - Tobolsk
and Uvat districts of Tyumen region, in the south-east and east - Tomsk region and
Krasnoyarsk region. The area of the okrug is 534.8 thousand sq km, more than 3% of
the area of Russia.
The area of the region is comparable to territory of France or the Ukraine. The
okrug stretches from the west to the east almost 1 400 km, from the north to the south
- 900 km. The length of the borders is 4733 km. Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug –
Ugra has 9 urban districts, 26 urban villages, 57 rural settlements.
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The okrug population - 1 626.8 thousand people. 32 thousand people, or about
2% - are representatives of indigenous peoples: the Khanty, Mansi and Forest Nenets,
half of which follow traditional way of life. The administrative center is the city of
Khanty-Mansiysk. The distance from Khanty-Mansiysk: to Moscow - 2050 km (flight for 3
hours); to St. Petersburg - 2130 km (flight for 3 hours 10 minutes); to Ekaterinburg - 1,300
km (flight for 1 hour 45 minutes); to Tyumen - 930 km (flight for 1 hour 10 minutes) to
Surgut - 300 km (flight for 1 hour).

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS
The okrug climate is sharply continental, characterized by a rapid changing weather
conditions. The average January temperature in the okrug is from -18 to -24 degrees
Celsius. The absolute minimum air temperature for our district is in the range of -48o to -60
degrees Celsius. The warmest month is July, the average temperature from 15.7 to 18.4
degrees Celsius. The absolute maximum air temperature in the okrug ranges from +34 to
+37 degrees Celsius. Average annual rainfall in the okrug is 443-610 mm. Maximal number
of them falls in July and August. Two major Russian rivers - the Ob and Irtysh – flow across the
territory of the okrug from the south to the north.

HANTY-MANSIYSK AUTONOMUS OKRUG – UGRA
IN RUSSIAN FEDERATION
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EXPORT POTENTIAL OF UGRA
Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area - Ugra -is an export-oriented region, and in the total
volume of foreign trade turnover the export accounts for 93.5% , the import - 6.5%. Exports
are: mineral fuel, oil and products of its distillation. The main directions in the development of
foreign trade are foreign trade, foreign investment attraction. In 2015 foreign trade turnover
of the autonomous okrug amounted US $ 12 529 400 000. The non-CIS countries made up
99.77% of the okrug total trade-turnover volume, the CIS countries made up 0.23%.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EXPORT POTENTIAL OF SMALL AND MEDIUM
BUSINESS OF THE AUTONOMOUS OKRUG-UGRA:
FORESTRY ENTERPRISES
Wood processing and products manufacturing.
Currently, more than 50 enterprises of timber industry complex (TIC) operate on the
territory of the autonomous Okrug. Production of TIC-enterprises of the autonomous okrug
has great export potential. According to Russian Statistical Service, the Khanty-Mansiysk
Autonomous Okrug - Ugra rates the fifth place among Russian regions in terms of total
wood stocks.

CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISES
Building and finishing materials production.
The territory of the autonomous okrug has no less various minerals and other raw
materials than the industrially developed areas of the Urals. This refers to the ores of ferrous,
non-ferrous, precious and rare metals and nonmetallic minerals. Ugra enterprises with a rich
resource base, engaged in the production of building and finishing materials, can establish
their niche in the interregional and international markets.

AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES
Collection and processing of wild plants.
Every year in the autonomous okrug there are more than 60 thousand tons of berries
(cranberries - 19.5 thousand tons, blueberry -. 10.6 thousand tons, cranberries -. 32.1
thousand tons), 40 thousand tons of mushrooms. Also its territory has 70% of stocks of pine nuts
UFD (2111.4 tons). Now more than 40 enterprises of the autonomous okrug have involved
in the collection and processing of wild plants. The priority in the development of trade
cooperation on the «wild plants» line is Asian market and European market. Population of
these regions appreciate natural products having useful properties.
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AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES
Fish production, meat production.
Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug - Ugra - is the region with the richest reserves of
natural resources. The territory of the okrug is crossed by two main rivers - the Ob and the
Irtysh. Altogether the region has more than 1,000 large and small rivers with a total length
of more than 172 thousand kilometers and more than 300 thousand lakes. 28 species of fish
inhabit the okrug reservoirs, 17 of which are of commercial importance: sterlet, inconnu,
muksun, peled, broad [round-nosed] whitefish, Siberian whitefish, tugun, burbot, pike, ide,
bream, pike-perch, crucian, bass, roach, dace, ruff.

TRADITIONAL MANAGEMENT ENTERPRISES OF THE NORTH SMALL-NUMBERED
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND SOUVENIRS
National crafts of the Khanty and Mansi and Ugra souvenirs.
Ugra is the territory of residence of indigenous peoples Khanty and Mansi. Souvenirs
of these people are very popular on the territory of the RF now. On the territory of the
autonomous okrug more than 30 business entities are engaged in traditional crafts: bone
carving, sewing of national clothes and shoes, jewelry making, etc.

TOURISM ENTERPRISES
Development of inbound tourism.
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug - Ugra has wealthy tourist and recreational
potential: protected natural areas, historical and cultural monuments and resources,
unique cultural heritage of indigenous peoples and modern infrastructure. The presence
of these resources creates conditions for development of excursion-exploration focused
cultural, ethnographic, ecological, religious tourism, as well as event, sports, water, active
(skiing, hiking, mountaineering), hunting, fishing, medical and health, agriculture, business
and auto tourism. There are 20 tour operators specializing in domestic tourism on the territory
of the autonomous region.

INNOVATIVE ENTERPRISES
Energy, medicine, IT-technologies enterprises.
Active development of the fuel and energy complex on the territory of the autonomous
okrug, the presence of the world largest oil and gas companies led to the fact that a major
research cluster formed in Ugra. At present time in Ugra over 100 innovative projects are
being developed in the following fields: construction, oil industry, IT-technologies, printing,
instrumentation, medicine, healthcare, production of building materials. The autonomous
okrug companies have business contacts with partners from the USA, Switzerland, Germany,
Holland, Finland and other countries.
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FUND «SUPPORT CENTER FOR UGRA EXPORT»
The purpose of the fund «Support center for Ugra export» is to facilitate implementation
of state policy in the sphere of support of foreign economic activity of small and medium
enterprises of the autonomous okrug.

FORMS OF SUPPORT:
Information and consulting support

Informing on the state export support and promotion of the products on the foreign
market; providing advice on foreign trade.

Educational support
Carrying out of training activities on the management of foreign trade activities,
export opportunities of the autonomous okrug enterprises, development of the inbound
tourism. The Fund is the regional operator of the Educational Project of JSC «Russian export
center».

Promotion on international markets
Marketing research, analysis of the markets for products, the search for potential
foreign partners; assistance in the development and promotion of the export offer,
including the preparation and translation into foreign languages of presentations and other
materials; the inclusion of information on the activities of SMEs in the Ugra export-oriented
enterprises catalogue to promote and search for potential partners on the international
markets; placement of information on the activities of SMEs on international electronic
trading platforms.

Business missions organisation
Facilitating the enterprises output on foreign markets by providing assistance in
the organization of participation in international exhibitions, conferences, business trips;
organization of meetings and negotiations with foreign business entities on the territory of
the autonomous okrug.

The «Made in Ugra!» project
Agreement to use the trademark «Made in Ugra!» and local producers products and
services promotion in other regions and countries under a single brand.

Financial support
Financial compensation for the participation in regional and international exhibitions,
fairs, conferences and other events.
Addres: 628012, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, KhantyMansiysk, Studencheskaya st., 27
Phone/Fax: +7 (3467) 388-400
Е-mail: info@export-ugra.ru
Website: www.export-ugra.ru
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IE Turova O.P.
Addres: 628240, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Sovetskiy,
Nekrasova st., 23
Phone: +7 922 578 12 50
E-mail: turova@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The company produces timber harvesting, cutting into lengths, production of
commercially dry lumber, including export type.
Machinery units used for the production Sherwood, Termit, Bars.
The Company uses Australian boiler station POLYTECHNIC functioning on the raw
waste lumber.
The manufactured lumber is in natural and shipping-dry condition (as agreed with the
customer) in accordance with GOST 26002-83.
Product description:
The main product is cut sawn softwood 3-6 m.
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EcoStroyServis, LLC
Addres: 628181, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nyagan, 3
microraion, 2, office 107
Phone: +7 (34672) 9-74-73, 9-73-27
Fax: +7 (34672) 9-73-27
E-mail: ooodbs@yandex.ru
Company operation description:
EcoStroyServis LLC was established in June 2009. The main activity of the company is
timber harvesting and timber processing. The technical production base of the company
is constantly improving, which helps to expand the assortment range and to satisfy various
needs of the residents and enterprises of the town, district and region. Within a short space
of time from the beginning of its operation EcoStroyServis LLC has developed the supply
network of its products not only in the region, but also outside Russia, in European countries.
All the Company products are manufactured on modern and high-precision
equipment that helps to produce high-quality products. The products are widely used for
construction of residential houses, various constructions and their finishing. Lumber wastes
are recycled into firewood and technological chips, thus making the production nonwaste and environment friendly.
Product description:
Wooden building construction, millwork, window and doorframes package units,
euro-batten, floor-board, beam, regularized round timber, boards, molding, technological
wood chips, sawlog, dry profiled timber, chopped firewood.

Foresty and construction
enterprises
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Taiga, LLC
Addres: 628260, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Yugorsk, Gastello
st., 27
Phone: 8 (34675) 2-59-66, 8 (34675) 7-50-30
E-mail: 75030@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Taiga LLC was established in 2000. Taiga LLC has created in the city of Yugorsk a
stable, permanent and ongoing timber procurement enterprise with forest fund lease for
at least 20 years, with an annual logging up to 100 thousand cubic meters per year.
Moreover, the Company has lease plots transferred to the long-term lease for 20
years in the Soviet forestry with an annual rated wood cutting of more than 50 thousand
cubic meters. The lumber sawing manufactory for milling is located in the city of Yugorsk.
The manufactory has the following equipment: automated swingblade mill «TSDS1100»,
multiple saw mill «Ustunkarli LLC», wood chipper «Brucks», small-wood cutting equipment
«Kara».
There is a boiler station on the territory of the sawmill. There is also loading wagons
point on site for further shipping of timber according to our foreign trade contracts. The
Company’s products are always in high demand on the relevant market.
Product description:
Lumber; wood chip, wood powder; industrial pulpchips and wood wool.
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PGS Remont service, LLC
Addres: 628386, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Pyt-Yeah,
Sovetskaya st., 35
Phone: +7(3463)46-62-63
E-mail: drobin7979@mail.ru
Company operation description:
PGS Remont service LLC is registered in the city of Pyt-Yakh on the 26th of July 2002.
The main Company activity is production of lumber. The company is the largest
producer of sawn timber in the region. The company is equipped with modern technical
machinery and highly qualified personnel. Company production level can be increased in
accordance with our clients demand.
Product description:
Lumber, wood chips, timber building constructions, millwork, window and doorframes
package units, euro-batten, floor-board, beam, regularized round timber, boards, molding,
technological wood chips, sawlog, dry profiled timber, chopped firewood and timber
house-blocks

Foresty and construction
enterprises
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IE Imamerzaev O.S.
Addres: 628181, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nyagan,
Neftiynikov st., 6а
Phone: +7 (34672) 5-14-98
E-mail: imamerzaeva@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The company has in stock the entire fleet of log harvesting technique and qualified
specialists in logging and wood processing.
The main activity of the Company is the harvesting, production and sale of roundlogs, sawn timber, as well as construction plank and winter roads. The company provides
lumber to urban construction companies, the city’s residents and regional towns. During
its’ operation time the Company has proved itself to be a reliable partner and producer of
quality products.
Product description:
Cut sawn softwood
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IE Truskova N.S.
Addres: 628245, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Agirish,
Vostochnaya st., 44В
Phone: +7(34675)4-10-94
E-mail: truskova@yandex.ru
Company operation description:
The company is a dynamically developing company set up in 2005. The production
base is located in urban settlement Agirish, Khanty-Mansiysk District-Ugra.
Currently the company exports its products to Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. Each
production batch passes the due sanitary control and gets a quarantine and phytosanitary
certificates before export.
The Company products correspond to all the currently existing standards. Realised
products are marked by affordable price, environmental friendliness and excellent
quality. Sawmill wastes are recycled into wood chips, so the production is waste-free, that
contributes to the preservation of ecology. The company is interested in cooperation with
the construction companies as well as companies engaged in wood processing and
furniture production. The company is located near the train station that allows you to make
the transportation of goods easier and quicker.
Product description:
Timber, board, timber, pulpwood, wood chips, heat insulation material.

Foresty and construction
enterprises
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Stal-N, LLC
Addres: 628183, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nyagan,
Pionerskaya st., 25-14
Phone: +7 908 887 60 60
E-mail: staln186@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Stal-N LLC is focused on the development and manufacture of various metal products
including hardscape elements.
Moreover the Company carries out rolled metal products wholesale and retail trade
and transportation services.
Product description:
Street benches, litter-boxes, trash containers, play- and sports-grounds constructions,
hardscape elements, lawn protection barriers, public amenities fences, non-standard
metal structures, bus stop complex constructions, trailers, dryers, accommodation trailers
for people working at oil and gas fields.
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Razvitie-M, LLC
Addres: 628486, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Surgut,
Bistrinskaya st., 3
Phone: +7 (3462) 37-12-93
E-mail: kunitskiy.dmitriy@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Doors producing factory «Provence» for more than 12 years has been producing
exceptionally one product - a series of enamel-painted doors, manufactured by traditional
technology of solid wood-frame door for the middle class.
Only carefully prepared and environmentally friendly raw materials are used for the
production, while modern production facilities enable to manufacture doors of different
sizes, including non-standard, and of different, including individual, designs.
Interior doors, which the company offers its customers, are produced in on high-quality
European equipment with hi-tech technologies.
The doors are produced on German and Italian origin latest models equipment
facilities.
Factory production is constantly developed and modernized:
new machinery is being acquired and installed, the costs are reduced and direct
delivery of the finished product from the manufacturer allows to provide products at prices
20-25% lower than competitors at the same price-performance ratio.
The Company technologists receive modern professional training and constantly
exchange experiences with colleagues. This allows the company to confidently occupy
a good position and be highly competitive with best manufacturers, including foreign
producers.
Product description:
Enamel-painted doors, manufactured by traditional technology of solid wood-frame
door.

Foresty and construction
enterprises
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Ecologia-sever, LLC
Addres: 628187, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Surgut,
Bistrinskaya st., 4/1, office 31
Phone: +7 (3462) 44-80-50
E-mail: surgut@list.ru
Company operation description:
The company manufactures products from waste high density polyethylene (HDPE,
of LDPE) and high density polyethylene (HDPE) and polypropylene (PP), formed during the
production cycle of oil and gas complex of Khanty-Mansiysk District-Ugra.
The company «Ecologija-Sever»LLC is an expert in the design and manufacture of
products from polymers. Production, carried out on the modern equipment, enables to
work in a high load.
Product description:
The products depending on customer’s needs has III degrees of processing depth:
I. The crushed or compacted polymer.
II. The secondary polymer pellet.
III. The finished product is mainly technical polymer pressureless pipe, as well as paving
the polymer-sand tile, plate closing cable and a broad range of other products.
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Ecoline, LLC
Addres: 628187, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nyagan, Lazareva
st., 12/1, office 22
Phone: +7 800 555 99 17
E-mail: info@polimer86.ru
Website: www.polimer86.ru
Company operation description:
Ecoline LLC was founded in 2013. The company produces polymer construction
materials.
Polymer slabs have proven their superiority over traditional cast concrete tiles in such
qualities as: strength, freezing resistance, long term operation (about 50 years).
Products are ideally suited for arrangement of playgrounds, pavements, garages, car
washes, gas stations, covering of flat roofs, paving of parks, streets, gardens.
«Ecoline» tile is almost impossible to be split, it provides a good grip with shoes so that
do not slip on its surface. Perfectly cleaned and does not absorb water, which allows it to
well tolerate the winter thaw. Ecoline LLC has all the necessary certificates, and full hi-tech
manufacturing equipment for high-quality production.
Product description:
Polymer paving flag, kerb-stone, gutters.

Foresty and construction
enterprises
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Ecovata, LLC
Addres: 628634, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk
district, Izluchinsk, Avtomobilistov st., 1
Phone: +7 902 854 83 30
E-mail: ekovatanvl@mail.ru
Website: www.ekovatanv.ru
Company operation description:
Ecovata LLC specializes in processing of paper and carton waste and production of
heat and sound insulating materials and sorbents.
The Company has its own modern production line. The main Company product is
cellulose wadding “Ecovata-Extra” – modern, reliable, ecologically friendly constructing
insulating material. Unlike other insulants, “Ecovata-Extra” has a natural capillary structure,
that enables this material to keep warmth, easily regulate humidity and allows house to
breathe, so to say.
‘Ecovata-Extra” consists of woodpulp fibers and natural minerals – non-volatile
antiseptics and fire-retarding agents, components that are the Nature gifts be themselves.
The material is mainly used as filler during construction of buildings and frame-constructions.
Heat insulation can be done both by method of dry blowing and by method of wet
spraying. The Company’s innovative approach to the methods and means of the material
production is regularly appraised on different level trade shows and competitions, and is
also marked by government awards.
Product description:
Heat and sound insulating “Ecovata-Extra”, oil-products sorbent “SORBEK”, cellulose
mulch.
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IE Vodopyanov V.B.
Addres: 628617, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk,
Chapayeva st., 53-94
Phone: +7 902 858 50 93
E-mail: dikoros.nv@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Vladimir Vodopianov’s company gathers and processes wild crops: mushrooms,
berries, siberian pine nuts since 1999. The Polytechnic Institute in Krasnodar, Research
Institute of Fats in St. Petersburg, Ingredient, LLC St. Petersburg and others have done
the processing technology and equipment design. Several industrial designs of exclusive
equipment were developed by company and in cooperation with manufacturing plants:
cone crushers, 4 sets of equipment for the pine nut kernels, 2 sets of equipment for pine nut
oil, a set of equipment for pine nut paste and pine shell flour.и.
Product description:
Cedar oil, pine resin, cedar core paste cedar, cranberry powder in self Harney, forest
mushrooms, dried, salted and pickled, jams from wild berries, dandelions and young pine
cones.
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ИП Raisheva А.V.
Addres: 628011, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Oktyabrskaya st., 1B
Phone: +7 (3467) 32-57-63, +7 908 880 22 66
E-mail: tar903@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The Raishevy’s Peasant Farm Enterprise cultivates, gathers, stores, sell ecologically
clean vegetables such as peppers, eggplant, zucchini, tomatoes, corn, cucumbers,
cabbage, melons, potatoes; berries such as watermelon, sea-buckthorn, hawthorn,
honeysuckle, viburnum, cherry etc. The shrubs fruit crops for sale such as cherry, raspberry,
sea buckthorn, viburnum, honeysuckle, etc. are grown on the farm. The company gathers
mushrooms, fishing, processing fish and fish products, growing laying hens, which give the
eggs of excellent quality and broilers for sale weighing 5 kg.
There is an apiary on the farm. Wild honey from the Raishevy’s apiary is a unique
product of Ugra. The apiary is located in an ecologically clean area located 25 kilometers
from Khanty-Mansiysk. It is known that a short summer in the north and all the flowering
plants tend to absorb the best of nature, so the northern honey has special useful properties
of these plants. The main honey plant is fireweed (local name Ivanchai). High quality honey
is confirmed by laboratory studies.
Product description:
Vegetables, berries and wild plants, fish and fish products, chickens, eggs, honey.

Agrocultural
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Region-K, LLC
Addres: 628200, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Kondinskiy district,
Mezhdurechenskii, Voroshilova st., 10
Phone: +7 (34677) 3-22-59
Fax: +7 (34677) 3-22-59
E-mail: reg-k@bk.ru
Company operation description:
The Company specializes in purveyance and processing of wild herbs that mainly
grow in the Kondinskiy district of Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug-Ugra.
Each settlement opens a reception center in the procurement season where the
wild herbs are quickly collected and undergo initial processing. The key suppliers are the
local population. The Company has own production facilities for processing, storage, and
transportation of the wild herb products.
Product description:
The products are made under the Dary Lesa (Forest Gifts) brand name. The main
activity is purveyance and processing of wild herbs. The Company offers over 40 types of
products, as well as berries, mushrooms, and nuts.
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Chainiy dom Chistota, LLC
Addres: 628680, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Megion, Svobody
st., 46/1
Phone: +7 (34643) 3-34-85, +7 950 520 14 75
E-mail: vazadel@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The company was established on July 5, 2005. Tea House “Chistota” LLC deals not
only with the production of willow-herb using the rosebay leaves, but also carrying out
festive events and traditional tea ceremonies.
Delicious, aromatic and healthy beverage brewed from dry willow-herb has been
very popular in Russia since XII century.
Having a pleasant taste and aroma, the drink based on brewed willow-herb is not
only quenches thirst (both in hot and cold condition), but also has a wide range of health
actions, tones, mitigates fatigue, gives strength and vigor.
Product description:
The company manufactures over 30 different varieties of willow-herb.
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Centre-Sibir, LLC
Addres: 628606, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk,
Kuzovatkina st., 1
Phone: +7 (3466) 61-25-21, 61-22-96, +7 982 536 20 26, +7 904 483 10 83
Fax: +7 (3466) 61-25-21
E-mail: sekretar@xkc.ru
Company operation description:
The main activity of the company - processing of wild plants. At the moment the
company produces 16 kinds of products from pine nut kernels. Modern processing
technology, highly qualified employees, careful selection of personnel and the control of
each party allows obe- sintered high stable level of product quality.
The pine nuts, and foods derived from them (paste, flakes, flour) contains a complex
of vitamins B, E, F, macro- and microelements, iodine, which is very important but for the
population of Siberia and the North.
They normalize the activity of the nervous system, beneficial to the growth and
development of the human body, improve blood composition. Assimilation cedar nuts is
very high.
Cedar oil 100% (unrefined, cold-pressed) has high nutritional or curative properties.
Product description:
Food under the brand name «Kedroray»: pine nuts, pine oil, cedar oil with turpentine
5%, 10%, 25%, pine nut kernel, meal pine nut kernels, flour shell pine nuts, halva cedar.
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Germes, LLC
Addres: 628634, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk
district, Izluchinsk, Pionernaya st., 21Е
Phone: +7 (3466) 40-60-08
E-mail: arte-germes@bk.ru
Company operation description:
Germes LLC is one of the leading producers of drinking water in the Nizhnevartovsk
region. It has been in the market since June 2009, but for a small period of performance the
company has achieved a leading position through excellent product quality.
The company manufactures the products with the volume from 0,5 to 18,9 liters.
Manufactured products have been highly appreciated at the most prestigious domestic
and international competitions, and were awarded with 17 gold and silver medals for
excellent quality.
In December 2014 the company was accredited and got the certificate of international
quality system in accordance with the requirements of national and international standards.
Product description:
The water “Arte” is artesian water of the highest quality with balanced chemical
composition, which contains micro and macronutrients (such as calcium, potassium,
fluorine) that have a beneficial effect on the human body. The great advantage is the
field of produced water. The well is in the village Izluchinsk, far away from industrial facilities
in water protected area, ecologically clean natural zone.
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IE Koleshatov V.D.
Addres: 628386, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Pyt-Yeah,
Kedrovaya st., 7-2
Phone: +7 922 656 58 11
E-mail: kfh_xmao@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The company’s main activity is the breeding of dairy cows, pigs, sheep, goats, and
etc., for the production of meat and dairy products tion. The company provides supplies
of natural environmentally friendly products on store shelves tion g.Pyt-Yaha. The farm
Koleschatova develops, increasing the volume of sales. The company has been active
exhibition activity, and has been repeatedly honored at city and county events:
• «The best goods of Ugra - 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015.» In the nomination «The
production of dairy products. Sour cream, liquid cream. Butter»;
• Diploma of the winner in the nomination «The best peasant (farmer) farms, private
farms» g.Pyt-Yah
• International Prize «Elite of national economy» for his contribution to formation
and implementation of economic policy of the municipality, the establishment and
development of business in the town of Pyt-Yakh. All products sold by individual farms,
certified, meets the requirements of TR CU 033/2013 and applicable Standard.
Product description:
Made production is milk, dairy products and meat. It may loco obtained from dairy
cows and goats, characterized by higher milk yield and quality.
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IE Garmash U.N.
Addres: 628430, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Surgut district, UltYagun, Shkolnaya st., 1-104
Phone: +7 922 425 92 22, +7 912 811 33 39
Fax: +7 (3462) 73-80-34
E-mail: kfx.garmash@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The peasant (farmer) economy «The village» was established in 2009. The company
is engaged in cultivation, maintenance, slaughter, processing and realizations of farm
animals. All products company is ecologically clean and natural. The farm is actively
developing and introducing new products to its range. The company’s products have
repeatedly been awarded at regional and local exhibitions.
Product description:
Eggs, meat (pork, beef, lamb, poultry), sausage, bacon smoked salt, dairy products
(milk, cheese, sour cream).
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Polnovatskoe ribnoe khozyaystvo, LLC
Addres: 628179, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Beloyarskiy district,
Polnovat, Sovetskaya st., 31B
Phone: +7 904 466 26 61
Fax: +7 (34670) 3-33-45
E-mail: Barishnikov79@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The Company is located in the Beloyarskii District, the northernmost area of KhantyMansiysk Autonomous Okrug-Ugra, on the bank of the Ob River in Polnovat settlement.
Own fish-processing facility allows processing up to 150 t during the summer fishing season
(June-July). The Polnovat Fishery LLC is the only fish-processing plant in the Beloyarskii District.
For the period of operation 590 t of fish was processed. All fishery products (fresh-frozen,
smoked, dried, and salted) are certified.
Product description:
Pike, ide, bream, perch, roach, pine nuts.
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Natsionalnaya obshchina Langki, LLC
Addres: 628126, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Oktyabrskiy
district, Priobie, Centralnaya st., 9/2
Phone: +7 (34678) 3-20-30
Fax: +7 (34678) 3-20-30
E-mail: langki86@mail.ru
Company operation description:
National communityу Langki, LLC is engaged in traditional economy of indigenous
minorities of the north. The purpose of the society is to make a profit, create new jobs,
and attract indigenous minorities of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug – Ugra to
participate in the preservation and development of traditional forms of economic activity
and culture. The main species of aquatic biological resources of the Ob basin are pike,
ide, roach and burbot. Additional fish species such as white salmon, sturgeon and peled
available in limited amounts only for local consumers. The mentioned above types of fish
are processed in company’s production facilities. Fish products by species: pike fresh frozen
fillets, minced and dried pike; frozen ide, cold smoked (stockfish) ide, salted (stockfish)
unskinned ide; frozen and dried roach. Manufactured products are of high quality and
environmentally clean. The products are in great demand. The company constantly
participates in the regional, national and international shows and fairs with its products.
In 2014, company leased 224’434 ha of hunting properties for the period of 50 years for
purposes of commercial hunting, trophy hunting and tourism. There are moose, bear, sable,
ermine, wolverine, hare, squirrel, fox, capercaillie, black grouse, hazel grouse, ptarmigan
and others on the hunting grounds.
Product description:
Processing of fish by species: pike, fresh frozen fillet, minced meat and susheno-dried;
ide, fresh frozen - cold-smoked (shoes), salt (block) unskinned; roach frozen.
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Ugorskiy myasokombinat, LLC
Addres: 628100, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Surgut,
Razionalizatorov st., 10
Phone: +7 (3462) 44-27-30
E-mail: umk.market@gmail.com
Website: www.u-mk.ru
Company operation description:
Ugorskiy myasokombinat, LLC produces high quality products from meat. The first batch
of products Ugorskiy myasokombinat, LLC was released December 23, 2014. Production
and storage facilities are located in the city of Surgut, ul. Rationalizers 10. Suppliers of raw
materials are Russian producers. The main task of the production - the production of quality
products, which today is one of the main criteria for the selection of a product on the food
market for the final consumer.
All products are certified and meet all safety requirements. The results of the company
and the quality of the products awarded with diplomas and medals for high quality.
Product description:
Frozen fish: whitefish, white salmon, sturgeon, cheese, pike, bream, burbot, ide, perch,
roach, dace; cold smoked fish: white salmon, whitefish, cheese, ide, bream, pike, dace;
sun-dried fish: dace, roach, bream, ide, pike; salted fish: whitefish, cheese, ide, bream;
frozen fish fillets pike; minced frozen pike.
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Fermerckoe khozyaystvo OMK, LLC
Addres: 628012, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Dzerzhinskogo st., 13
Phone: +7 (3467) 32-14-52
Fax: +7 (3467) 32-14-52
E-mail: fh.omk@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Company produces meat products since 2002. The product are ready to cook made
of venison, elk, beef, pork (chops, cabbage rolls, dumplings, zrazy) ready-to-cook products
with berries, mushrooms and the fish such as sturgeon, whitefish.
All products are certified. Farm Enterprise OMK has a Declaration of Conformity. Its
product is in constant demand from the local communities and has no alternatives in
Khanty-Mansiysk. Farm Enterprise OMK is the winner of the competition “Best product of
Ugra” for the period 2006 - 2012.
Product description:
Semi-finished meat venison, elk, beef, pork (chops, cabbage rolls, dumplings, zrazy);
semi-finished products using wild plants: mushrooms and berries; semi-finished products
with the addition of fish - sturgeon, whitefish.
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IE Samohvalov К.М.
Addres: 628260, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Yugorsk, Mira st.,
53-16
Phone: +7 922 79 33 998, +7 982 599 46 08
E-mail: PGK.Kolos@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The organization started its activities with the breeding of rabbits and quail. In the
future, the company has been breeding turkeys. In 2015, commissioned for the farm rabbits
on Italian technology by 1024 individuals.
Product description:
Rabbit meat, quail meat, quail eggs.
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IE Azarov A.S.
Addres: 628634, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk
district, Izluchinsk, Avtomobilistov st., 6а
Phone: +7 (3466) 28-39-60
Fax: +7 (3466) 28-39-55
E-mail: azarov-a@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Fish factory under the guidance of Alexander Azarov traces its history since 1996.
Izluchinsk Fish factory is equipped with modern equipment of high-quality. Currently, the
plant has the following workshops for the development of the finished product: salting
shop, shop smoked, of preserves, shop vacuum ming.
Products marked by numerous diplomas, medals and letters of appreciation. For
services Azarov Alexander Sergeyevich was awarded the honorary title «Honored Worker
of Fisheries of the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous District of Ugra».
Product description:
Available in more than 180 kinds of fish and cold smoked, dried and salted fish
preserves in jars
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IE Krivonos N.U.
Addres: 628606, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk,
Kuzovatkina st., 1
Phone: +7 (3466) 61-25-21, 61-22-96, +7 982 536 20 26, +7 904 483 10 83
Fax: +7 (3466) 61-25-21
E-mail: sekretar@xkc.ru
Company operation description:
The company is represented on the market for more than 17 years, specializing in
the production of meat products and ice cream. The company has advanced and
sophisticated equipment, its own workshop on the preparation and processing of semifinished products, as well as its own laboratory for research.
All the products are certified and comply with legal requirements. Products
manufactured by the company are widely represented in the market as the KhantyMansiysk Autonomous Okrug - Ugra, and beyond
Product description:
Meat meal: dumplings, stuffed cabbage; mayonnaise; ice cream: Classical, kefir,
berries, figs, caramel, peach-passion fruit.
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Natsionalnaoe predpriyatie Elal, LLC
Addres: 628140, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Berezovo, Lenina
st.,28/2
Phone: +7 (34674) 2-28-65
Fax: +7 (34674) 2-28-65
E-mail: oooelal@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Natsionalnaoe predpriyatie Elal, LLC works with artisans and craftsmen who make
artworks and souvenirs, manufactures rawhide tents (local name “chum”) for fishermen
and hunters.
Product description:
Chum for fishermen and hunters is made in different versions (summer, winter and
demonstration) and of various diameters from 3 to 7 meters. Souvenir products: made
of fish skin (purses and cases, chess boards), beads (jewelry, pendants, charms, cases),
wood and bone (dishes, pendants and flash drives with inlay, key chains), fur (pendants,
charms, handbags, panels, slippers, fur boots); the traditional and stylized souvenirs (dolls,
ornaments, amulets), products from birch bark (baskets, dishes, ornaments), souvenirs with
the logo (magnets, key chains, dishes).
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Center remesel As Alang, LLC
Addres: 628250, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk
district, Gornopravdinsk, Kievskaiya st., 4
Phone: +7 (3467) 33-81-04, 33-83-64, 33-91-14, 33-91-15
Fax: +7 (3467) 33-83-64
E-mail: as-alang@mail.ru
Company operation description:
“Center remesel As Alang”, LLC designs and sells souvenirs with the national flavor.
Also the company conducts educational seminars, workshops on souvenir making. Most of
the works are performed by the artisans of the North small-numbered Indigenous Peoples.
The technologies of work were preserved for many years. Today they are imparted to the
young masters. Each item is handmade and has the distinctive features of its territory. Since
2013 “Handicraft Center As Alang” has began to offer travel services with the elements
of traditional crafts and trades. Besides the tour route, there were developed hunting
and fishing programs. The main purpose of the community is to preserve the customs and
traditions of Indigenous peoples of the Khanty-Mansiysk Okrug and to expand access to its
heritage to all visitors. The community participates in international, all-Russian, regional, city
and district events.
Product description:
National souvenirs by Indigenous peoples of the North made of clay, birch bark,
wood, cloth, beads, wool ( Shaman doll, Hunter doll, herbalist doll, knitted items, wood
items, magnets, kitchenware, bags made of cloth, products from birch bark).
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IE Gavrilov A.M.
Addres: 628242, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Sovetskiy,
Raevskogo st., 5
Phone: +7 951 976 17 40
E-mail: gavrilov-20101976@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Bone carving artel designs and manufactures according to its own projects souvenirs
made of bone, antler elk and deer, walrus tusk, as well as of mammoths` internal bones
and ivory. The production is made with hands, in 2012 Gavrilov artel bone carving
wares became winners in the competition «Souvenir of the year of the Khanty- Mansiysk
Autonomous Okrug-Ugra». «Gavrilov bone carving artel» souvenirs are individual art-works,
made in the style of technogenic ethno, reflect the originality of Ugra people and the
dynamics of the modern world.
Product description:
Writing sets, hunting kits, interior work (photo frames, panels, compositions with volume
carving), pens, business card holders, knives, magnets, key chains, women’s jewelry,
amulets, talismans.
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IE Pudovikova Y.V.
Addres: 628242, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Sovetskiy,
Zheleznodorozhnaya st., 44-3
Phone: +7 (34675) 3-06-17, +7 922 484 52 51
Fax: +7 (34675) 3-06-17
E-mail: sgm.shaman@gmail.com
Website: www.s-g-m.ru
Company operation description:
“Northern guild of masters” brings together dozens of Ugra artists, helping them to
promote their craftworks. The masters are working on the formation of a new tourism
Ugra brand. The “Northern guild of masters” is also actively working on individual orders:
author souvenirs, gifts for clients and partners with the company symbol or logo, individually
ordered souvenirs.
Our awards are statuette «Best Innovative Product» at the II Okrug Ugra Innovation
Convention (June 2012), a diploma of I degree in the category «Souvenirs» of the okrug
exhibition «Ugra region products» (December 2012), as well as a diploma of II degree of
competition «The Best Ugra ethnographic tourist souvenir».
Product description:
Made of natural materials: leather, fur, clay, bone, wool, wood, as well as magnets,
figurines, amulets, bells, drums, masks, dolls, paintings of different techniques, furnishings
and clothing, including felt boots (local name “valenki”), fur boots (local name “unty”) and
light fur boots (local name “kisy”), oil in test tubes and flasks, wooden skis, impregnated in
cedar oil, pine nuts in gift boxes, valenki-whisperers, souvenir «Fireside».
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IE Bulatseva D.A.
Addres: 628242, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk
district, Bobrovskiy, Stroiteley st., 16/2
Phone: +7 902 819 52 96
E-mail: gavrilov-20101976@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The company operates under the brand name «bone carving artel “Ugra carved
bone.» Bone carving artel designs and manufactures according to its own projects
souvenirs of bone, antler elk and deer, walrus tusk, as well as of mammoths` internal
bones and ivory. The production is made with hands. The prominent artist and the
organizer of the artel is the art mammoths` ivory and bone carving master, winner of
the international Fino-Ugric festival in 2010, the participant of numerous okrug exhibitions
and competitions. He was recognized as a master of the year of the Khanty- KhantyMansiysk Autonomous Okrug-Ugra» in 2012. The artel souvenir products are the winners in
the competition «Souvenir of the year of the Khanty- Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug-Ugra».
The company products are individual artworks, made in the style of technogenic ethno
and reflect the ethnic identity of Ugra peoples and the dynamics of the modern world.
Product description:
Written sets of moose antlers, written sets of mammoth bones and tusk, Handles
written from the horn of elk, tarsus, bone and mammoth ivory, stationery knives of elk
antlers, tarsus, mammoth bone and ivory, interior works (photo frames, panels, volume
carving compositions), business card holders of the elk horn, tarsus, mammoth bone and
ivory, figures of the elk horn, tarsus, mammoth bone and ivory, brooches of the elk antlers,
tarsus, mammoth bone and ivory, magnets on the fridge of the elk horn, tarsus, mammoth
bone and ivory, pendants of the elk horn, tarsus, mammoth bone and ivory, earrings of
the moose horn, tarsus, mammoth bone and ivory, key rings of the moose horn, tarsus,
mammoth bone and ivory.
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Sibneftemashservis, LLC
Addres: 628615, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk,
Neftyanikov st., 80
Phone: +7 912 938 01 70
E-mail: snms-nv@mail.ru
Website: www.yourfurs.ru
Company operation description:
«Fashion House «Mekhovschikov» offers exclusive clothing made of fur and leather for
ladies and gentlemen.
It has a professional team: the artist-designer, furriers and the seamstress skillfully
combine fur with hand embroidery «Richelieu», leather with hand-painting, that emphasizes
the beauty and personal style of our products.
Tailoring of products is carried out with the European equipment of factory tanning
furs on the Italian technology.
Product description:
Fur coats and hats, fur and leather accessories of own production.
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Triumph, LLC
Addres: 628007, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Geologov st., 27
Phone: +7 (3467) 38-80-90
Website: www.tryumf.ru
Company operation description:
Triumph LLC is an award attributes regional center of the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous
Okrug - Ugra. For more than 10 years the company has been providing with premium and
representative products the major sports events of the autonomous okrug. The company
has its own production, furnished with the newest equipment, and a warehouse in the city
of Khanty-Mansiysk.
For more than 10 years the company’s products range has increased in 200 times. The
production volumes - in 300 times. The company has developed of the private enterprise,
covered the area of 7 square meters and supplied with the computer and the printer, to
a large company with a production and storage facility area of 500 sq m and the modern
professional equipment park.
In 2011 and 2012 the company became the winner of the «Best Ugra Product” in the
category «National craftworks and souvenirs» and the owners of the Governor’s Award.
Product description:
More than 100 kinds of tourist souvenirs: magnets, tableware, figurines of national
subjects, with views of the Khanty-Mansiysk
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IE Zyryanov N.G.
Addres: 628181, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nyagan,
Neftyanikov st., 2 В
Phone: +7 950 530 13 58
Fax: +7 (34672) 5-02-59
Company operation description:
The company was founded in Nyagan city in February, 2004. It specializes in sewing
female and childish unty of mink, raccoon, fox, nutria fur, male unty of dog, beaver lamb
and nutria; kisy of reindeer kamus of all sizes, different colors, patterns. Only high-quality and
natural materials are used in the unty production.
Product description:
More than 20 different unty shapes and colors varieties.
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IE Kakhnovich A.V.
Addres: 628011, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Mira st., 68/3
Phone: +7 982 51 000 55, +7 908 88 00 817
E-mail: info@mansi-era.com
Website: mansi-era.com
Company operation description:
The company manufactures the Khanty and Mansi traditional knives, made by
masters of the small-numbered indigenous peoples - the Khanty and Mansi, based on
traditional forms, which have evolved over the centuries to meet the requirements of the
original life. The stigma font was developed on the basis of written language and traditional
national patterns of the North peoples. The company actively promotes the products with
the national symbols on the Russian and international markets.
Product description:
Knives, making the national footwear - kisy, souvenirs with the ethnographic
component.
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IE Gudkova L.B.
Addres: 628181, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nyagan, 2
microraion, 43-67
Phone: +7 (34672) 6-10-24, +7 904 450 40 75
E-mail: liyafason@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The organization has been operating in Nyagan city since May 1997. The main its
activity is sewing. The company manufactures clothes of unique fabrics under individual
orders. It also develops and sews evening dresses, trousers and coats collection. The
company has employed over 20 years experienced proffesionals.
Product description:
Sewed clothes, flags, bed linen, evening dresses, pants, coats, jerseys, school uniforms,
carnival costumes.
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Corporatsiya «Sputnik», LLC
Addres: 628600, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk,
Omskaya st., 12, office 22
Phone: +7 (3466) 400-100
E-mail: sochilin_v@sputnik-nv.ru
Website: www.vizitugra.ru
Company operation description:
The company has been working in the sphere of inbound and domestic tourism for
26 years and has developed more than 45 operating tours and excursions in the region,
including oil - tours, «Northern Safari», ethno- tours. The Company offers local cuisine,
workshops, reindeer sled riding and many other fabulous entertainments to Ugra guests.
The company permanently holds strong leading position on the regional market of
tourism service. The variety and high quality of its’ services, as well as perfect fulfillment of its’
obligations, provided the company with an excellent business reputation. Director of the
company is the author of the slogan «To see Ugra – and fall in love with Russia».
Company has experience in organization of international tours, medical treatment
in both Russia and abroad, in the sphere of children’s tourism, in the organization of the
reception and accommodation of business delegations and VIPs, in distributing ISIC
certificates. The Company was the first in the Khanty -Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug - Ugra
to start the development of the local tourism with a social program «Ugra is the land of our
love».
The list of services:
Organization, selection, reservation and implementation of ethno- and oil-tours at the
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug – Ugra. International visitors services accomplishment.
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Ugra Intur Servis, LLC
Addres: 628012, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Tobolskiy trakt st., 4
Phone: +7 (3467) 35-10-73, 35-10-22, 35-10-05
Fax: +7 (3467) 35-15-12, 35-10-23
E-mail: bron@ugra-service.ru
Website: www.ugra-service.ru
Company operation description:
Ugra Intur Service Ltd works in the sphere of inbound, domestic, event and business
tourism, provides a full range of services for conferences and business meetings.
The Company provides services in the sphere of medical tourism, wellness programs,
recreation and ethno-tourism, boat trips along the Ob and the Irtysh rivers, weekend tours,
hunting and fishing tours for school and college students, honeymoon tours and excursions.
Sanatorium-resort tours to the capital of Ugra is a unique opportunity to enjoy the
beautiful northern nature, to improve health with the help of mineral waters, Russian baths
and Siberian SPA and to enjoy taiga cuisine.
Hunting and fishing are the most popular tours among foreign visitors and tourists from
other regions of Russia.
The list of services:
Organization and implementation of wellness, recreation and ethno – tours on the
territory of Ugra.
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Ugra Mega Tour, LLC
Addres: 628012, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Engelsa st., 45, office 201
Phone: +7 (3467) 31-25-55
E-mail: ugramegatur@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Ugra Mega Tour, LLC is one of the leading companies providing excursion services in
the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug - Ugra.
Sightseeing tours to memorable and sport places of Khanty-Mansiysk; tours around
the city at night, when it is drowning in lights; photo-walks with riding on a cable-way and
visiting the famous ethnographic open-air museum «Torum Maa» will leave good memories
to the guests of Ugra capital.
Experienced Ugra Mega Tour guides with great pleasure will share their invaluable
knowledge about the history of Khanty-Mansiysk.
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Ugra-Travel, LLC
Addres: 628012, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Engelsa st., 26
Phone: +7 (3467) 35-60-00
Fax: +7 (3467) 35-62-22
E-mail: info@ugratravel.ru
Website: www.ugratravel.ru
Company operation description:
Organization of a complete tour services. Reception of individual tourists and
organized groups of tourists in the city of Khanty-Mansiysk. Organization of regularly existing
tourist trails in Khanty-Mansiysk and the Khanty-Mansiysk district. Providing transport services
for tourists, arranging meeting by arrival, accompanying service at departure, support,
accommodation in hotels and camp sites. Arrangements for feeding of tourists, visiting
events, festivals, competitions, conferences, etc.
The list of services:
The river tours (May-September): “River legend”, “Khanty-Mansiysk – the pearl of
Ugra”; ethnographic tours: “Legend of ancient heroes”, “Trip to “Siberia-Park”; fishing tours
“Seven ways to catch big fish”; week-end tours at the camp site “One day at the river
Kovenskaya”; Orthodox tours “Road to the temple” (visiting all the temples of the KhantyMansiysk and a floating chapel in honor of St Nicholas the Wonderworker at the confluence
of the Ob and the Irtysh rivers).
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Rusturservice, LLC
Addres: 628433, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Surgut district,
Beliy Yar, Tayezhaya st., 23
Phone: +7 (3462) 65-06-77, 65-10-37, 67-71-70
Fax: +7 (3462) 65-06-77, 74-59-06
E-mail: rus.tur86@mail.ru
Company operation description:
RusTurServis, LLC stared to provide children recreation and rehabilitation services
in 2009. The main business directions are domestic and inbound tourism, organization of
complex tourist services, excursion tickets provision, accommodation, transportation, travel
tour services, rent of vehicles and equipment for recreational and leisure activities.
The company RusTurServis LLC offers exciting and unusual dog sledding, a visit to an
etnographic nomad camp, adventurous winter road tour. The extreme car rally tour has
been worked out from Surgut to Nefteyugansk - Poykovskiy - Khanty - Mansiysk - Sovetskiy Agirish - Igrim - Berezovo – Saranpaul and finishing in Surgut, this rout is more than 2,000 km
long. The tour is dedicated to 430 anniversary of Ermak entry in Siberia. Rally participants can
experience an extreme off-road, snow road travel and surprises of harsh Siberian nature.
The list of services:
Traditional hunting, fishing, extreme tourism, upland game, bear, moose, waterfowl
hunting, with hunters lodge available for rent as well as professional rangers support.
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Rutil, LLC
Addres: 628148, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Berezovskiy,
Saranpaul, Solnechaya st., 2
Phone: +7 950 536 55 15
Fax: +7 (34674) 4-52-32
E-mail: lyubov.filonenko@yandex.ru
Company operation description:
Rutil, LLC represents «Neroika» tourist camp located near the mountain Neroika, 90 km
from Saranpaul village.
«Neroika» tourist camp is a perfect family vacation escape, with festivals and
workshops with national crafts master classes, outdoor corporate events; as well as for the
organization of youth and sports activities and gatherings.
The list of services:
Mountain excursions, with hiking trails to waterfalls, lakes and the mountain plateau;
ethnographic tours, where one can see the ethnic peoples of Nether-Polar Urals and placenamed mountains, listen to the legends and fairy tales of the Northern peoples (Mansi,
Khanty and Komi - Zyriane); rafting on the river Schekurya; fishing in mountain rivers and
lakes; excursions to the quartz deposit Dodo in the search of rock crystal.
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Yuvont-kot, LLC
Addres: 628446, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Surgut district,
Russkinskaya, Novoselov st., 10-38
Phone: +7(3462) 73-71-71, +7 902 69 11 828
Fax: +7 (3462) 73-71-71
E-mail: danilec1976@mail.ru
Website: www.uvontkot.ru
Company operation description:
Uvont-Kot LLC (Forest House) has started its operation in June 2013. The Company
is the leader in the Surgut region in ethno-tourism, including introduction to the visitors of
traditional lifestyle and authentic culture of the ingenious people – Khanty - of the Surgut
region of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug – Ugra.
The company’s main activity is organization of ethno-tours.
The list of services:
Camping grounds of indigenous minorities of the North: visiting and accommodation,
small vessels river tours, deer-riding, snowmobile driving, ski trips, sport shooting, fishing,
hunting.
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IE Chuvakov V.S.
Addres: 628216, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Kondinskiy district,
Yamki, Lesnaya st., 14
Phone: +7 (34677) 5-40-49, +7 950 501 28 46, +7 922 431 71 66
Fax: +7 (3467) 35-62-22
E-mail: chuvakov_viktor@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The Company has a recreation camp «Sem ozer», providing fishing during any season,
a hare hunting (winter), a deer, a forest game hunting (a hazel grouse, a black grouse, a
wood grouse) and waterfowl hunting. Besides spinning fishing organization of spearfishing is
also possible. The inflatable rubber boats and motor boats are also available to fishermen.
Summer boat tours along the Konda river and its tributaries are available. The distance
from the camp to the lakes is about 30 km, and anglers can ride a snowmobile, a car or
an ATV, which is an adventure in itself. Spearfishing for large pike, perch and ide is possible
all the year round on the Konda lakes. Moreover the reservoirs are full of the crucian carps,
white fish. The commercial fishing excursions with local fishermen can be arranged per
tourist request.
The list of services:
Accommodation of visitors, workshops on cooking and tasting of ingenious peoples
– Khanty and Mansi – cuisine, reindeer-sleigh riding, horse riding, snowmobile driving, boat
tours, recreational fishing, organization of seminars and workshops, introduction of the
North people’s culture, wild herbs gathering.
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Lingva, LLC
Addres: 628140, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Surgut,
Dzerzhinskogo st., 2/1
Phone: +7 (3462) 35-52-05
E-mail: lingua_1@mail.ru
Website: www.lingua-surgut.ru
Company operation description:
Lingua, LLC opened in 1992. The company provides services to educational and
cultural tourism for foreigners. The excursion package includes the company’s training of
foreign nationals Russian language, as well as excursions to tourist places of the city of
Surgut and the Surgut district. TThe company employs 3 doctors of pedagogical sciences,
4 candidates of sciences and 3 candidates for a degree. The company is the owner of
dozens of honorary titles and awards in the field of education and business in the Surgut
district and even in Europe. President Lyudmila Zhuravleva company is a member of the
Club of Rectors of Europe.
The list of services:
Educational and sightseeing tours.
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IE Irgan V.D.
Addres: 628162, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Beloyarskiy, 3
microraion, 12-54
Phone: +7 (34670) 2-52-51
Fax: +7 (34670) 2-52-51
E-mail: w_irgan@yahoo.com
Company operation description:
The Company premises are located in the Beloyarskii district of the Khanty-Mansiysk
Autonomous Okrug – Ugra, on a high coast near the Kazym river and is surrounded by a
forest of vigorous cedars and berry plants. The recreation base is equipped with everything
necessary: YAMAHA snowmobiles, an ARGO snow-off-roader, a PIRANIYA-M airboat, and
a wooden boat, YAMAHA motors 9,9hp. The modular houses are equipped with furniture.
There is a bathhouse and power plants on the territory of the base.
The Company offers a whole range of tourist services to lovers of ethnic tourism or
moderately extreme outdoor activities. Its goal is to expose a tourist to the outstanding
beauty of the Northern nature: the white nights, short and cold days of winter, white
glittering snow, undisturbed taiga and the starry clear sky with Polar lights. Accompanied
by experienced guides guests can go fishing or hunting for big and upland game, or take
a photographic gun to make the best picture of an elk or a bear in the wild.
The tourist base is a wonderful place for year-round fishing, hunting, and harvesting
wild herbs.
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Discovery-Tour, LLC
Addres: 628011, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Lenina st., 36, office 7
Phone: 8 (3467) 34-43-50
E-mail: tour-discovery@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Discovery Tour, LLC provides tourism services in the city of Khanty-Mansiysk, including
ethno-tours and excursions on the territory of Khanty-Mansiysk and the Khanty-Mansiysk
region. DiscoverytTour, LLC provides only high-quality services.
The Company offers a wide range of tourism services. Long-term experience and
expertise of the Company stuff members assures safe, comfortable and full of unforgettable
bright impressions recreation time to the guests.
The list of services:
Organization and reservation of tours and tickets.
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IE Kazanzhi L.V.
Addres: 628637, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk
district, Agan, Sovetskaya st., 15
Phone: +7 908 894 67 12
E-mail: kazanzhi-l-v@yandex.ru
Company operation description:
Since 2011 in the outskirts of the national settlement Agan ethnic cattle camp
“Karamkinskoye” has located, where everyone is warmly welcomed by Lubov Kazanzhi.
Agan village is situated in the Western part of the district, 110 km to the North-west from
the city of Nizhnevartovsk, on the left bank of the river Agan. This picturesque place is rich
in stocks of different species of fish, wild mushrooms, berries and wild medicinal herbs. It is
possible to get from Nizhnevartovsk to cattle camp by vehicle, the journey takes about 2
hours. In winter you can reach the camp by car or by snow mobiles.
At the relatively small land the owners by their own efforts have built off-season cattle
camp, bathhouse, storage shed, installed the Chum (a tent), guest houses, glacier, shed for
woods, summerhouse, corral, shed for equipment, shed-dryer, shed for the power station,
and acquired the necessary equipment for active tourism. On the bank of the river Agan
there is equipment for catching fish.
Tourists are accepted in the camp year-round. A broad range of services is developed
for recreation: snowmobiling, reindeer sledding; riding round sleds (tubing) from highspeed hill; winter and summer fishing; gathering wild plants; workshops on traditional arts
and crafts, cutting and cooking of fish; living in houses; tasting of national cuisine; sale of
souvenirs.
Winter vacation theater program was developed with the participation of Grandfather
Frost. During the school holidays special excursion programs “New Year fairytale in the
camp “Karamkinskoye” for one and two days is available for pupils.
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IE Kazamkin V.E.
Addres: 628638, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk
district, Varegan, Naberezhnaya st., 8
Phone: +7 922 400 93 57, +7 982 536 49 77
E-mail: vkazamkin@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The cattle camp “Amputinskoye” is situated in a picturesque woodland location of
Nizhnevartovsk district, 27 kilometers away from Varyogan national village. The road to the
camp goes through the modern city of Nizhnevartovsk district.
Today for year-round tourist accommodation the camp provides the following
residential and household buildings - summer, winter and off-season camps are equipped
in a traditional style which demonstrate the life of the indigenous peoples of the North;
corral; storage shed; traps for animals.
The range of services includes snowmobiling, quad riding, reindeer riding; winter and
summer fishing; gathering wild plants; carrying out workshops; living in houses; tasting of
national cuisine; selling the souvenirs.
The tourist product “Tour “Resting in Khanty cattle camp” has been developed
together with “Tourist and transport company “Sputnik”LLC.
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Trehgorie, LLC
Addres: 628634, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk
district, Izluchinsk, Avtomobilistov st., 4
Phone: +7 (3466) 61-60-60; +7 (3466) 60-01-85,
E-mail: 3gorki@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Trehgorie, LLC ski resort is located in the very heart of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous
Okrug – Ugra, among picturesque mountains and woods.
There are different length and difficulty ski trails for the guests of the Complex, and
there are two ski-lifts, the red and green one, to get to any of the trails.
Moreover, there is all-time lit cross-country skis track, running through the cozy pine
and cedar foot slopes.
For the accommodation of the guests comfortable, different categories rooms in
“Vertikal” hotel are available as well as houses.
There is a hot-meal café on the territory of the resort.
After the winter season end the resort continues to work welcoming guests for fishing,
small-vessel tours, bathhouses and trap-shooting.
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MIP Ugra-biotehnologii, LLC
Addres: 628011, Russia, Hanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Studencheskaya st., 27а
Phone: +7 982 501 17 45
E-mail: Efanov_1973@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The company specializes in the development of technology for high-molecular
compositions with desired properties based on renewable raw materials.
The company is developing new ways to waste-free deep chemical processing
of the biomass plants (wood and peat) in the interaction with chemical reagentsmodifiers in activating devices such as in conditions of cavitation, impact and explosive
mechanochemical autohydrolysis.
The result of processing - a wide range of innovative biodegradable polymer products
with the possibility of recycling for use in construction, timber industry, agriculture and oil
and gas industry. The company’s technologies enable you to create and introduce the use
of new or significantly improved products (composite materials, drilling reagents, fertilizers).
The company has a patent on peat processing complex.
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Ecohit, LLC
Addres: 629634, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk
district, Megion, Sovhoznaya st., 1
Phone: +7 929 226 20 55
E-mail: anastasia@ekohit.ru
Company operation description:
The company «Ekokhit» produces and supplies lithium batteries for telemetry systems.
The company assembles lithium batteries for telemetry systems only of power elements
EngineeredPower. EngineeredPower has produced lithium power elements for the oil and
gas industry since 2000 and now it is one of the leaders in this segment. A distinctive feature
of the power elements EngineeredPower is high performance capacity and reliability.
After lithium batteries used the customers give them back for recycling and technological
preparation.
Product description:
Lithium cells EngineeredPower; Lithium batteries for the APS telemetry systems, lithium
batteries for Tensor telemetry systems, lithium batteries for Geolink telemetry system.
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IE Luciyanchuk A.V.
Addres: 628011, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Surgut, Generala
Ivanova st., 5\1-66
Phone: +7 (3462) 90-94-70
E-mail: 909470@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The company produces screen washing liquid under the brand name «NASHA»
designed for use in system of washing car glasses and headlights; you can use our liquid in
moderate and low ambient temperatures. Screen washing liquids are used for cleaning the
windscreen and headlights of the car. It is divided for the minimum operating temperature,
namely -15; -20; -30; -40; and summer. All screen washing liquids are composed of two
main components: a solvent and surfactants, dissolved in water. As a solvent monatomic
alcohol is applied (dehydrate isopropanol alcohol). It adds the composition the lowtemperature properties and dissolves oil pollution. The second component is synthetic
surfactants; they clean glass from fats, dirt and other organic compounds. In addition,
the washing liquids have additives reducing the effect of alcohol on the human body, as
well as dye and fragrance. Products are developed taking into account the requirements
of common sanitary and hygienic requirements for goods, which are subject of sanitaryepidemiological supervision (control). All the components have license on the territory of
the Customs Union. Every month the company produces more than 100 000 liters of screen
washing liquids.
Closed-loop manufacturing process complies with the environmental standards of
the Russian Federation.
Product description:
LScreen washing liquids are «NASHA -40», «NASHA -30», «NASHA -20», «NASHA -15»,
«NASHA -10», «NASHA -5», «NASHA–summer».
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Intehno-Ugra, LLC
Addres: 628000, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Studencheskaya st., 27
Phone: +7 912 264 14 57, +7 982 640 46 91, +7 950 656 37 22
E-mail: raftlayer@yandex.ru
Company operation description:
LLC « Intechno-Ugra» is engaged in research and development in the field of natural
sciences and engineering. Description of the service provided: An innovative method
of treatment and rehabilitation of musculoskeletal system diseases using «EkzoSupport»
device which is co- fight construction of the plates, repeating the anatomical structure
of the human body, connected by a movable fixtures - «joints», in which are embedded
neodymium magnets. The device by compression produced by oil sooty material and the
air circulating in the chambers, resulting in normalization of afferent impulses, and to the
effects on the brain motor center for the recovery of the disturbed functions, increased
blood flow and the tissue metabolic processes speed. The outer frame holds the correct
position of the patient’s body, spine, foot, upper and lower limbs, forming a visual reflex.
Due to the special cellular material it has a floating properties (keeping the patient on the
water surface), that allows to expand the range of rehabilitative care to the patient (using
in the pool).
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INK Raduzhyy OIL Service, LLC
Addres: 628463, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Raduzhnyy,
Yuzhnaya promzona
Phone: +7 (3466) 83-13-42
Fax: +7 (3466) 83-13-42
E -mail: MalishkoFL@mail.ru
Company operation description:
Research and production activities for the implementation of the latest technological
developments in the oil and gas fields. The introduction of new methods for intensifying
oil production, enhancing oil recovery and other oil issues based on nano-technology.
Research works on the production of rare earth elements from the oil and formation
waters. The development of industrial methods for producing rare-earth elements from the
oil reservoirs. Development and implementation of methods of extracting residual oil and
heavy oil from reservoirs.
The company provides with a full range of engineering services for the introduction of
new methods for intensifying oil production, enhancing oil recovery and other oil production
problems, using nanotechnology.
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Ugra-PGS, LLC
Addres: 628400, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Surgut, Sosnovaya
st., 74/1
Phone: +7 (3462) 55-55-25, 55-55-95
E-mail: info@ugrapgs.ru
Website: www.ugrapgs.ru
Company operation description:
For more than 15 years «Ugra-PGS» has manufactured and supplied gases of high
frequency to all regions of the Russian Federation. Each gas balloon is equipped with a
passport with an indication of the purity quality of the delivered gas, the double reduction
can be packed as well.
The list of the proposed pure gases includes nitrogen, hydrogen, helium, argon,
acetylene, compressed air, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and many others. LLC «Ugra-PGS»
produces only high quality and safe pure gases. The company also produces gas analyzers
and generators GS.
The production sphere is complemented by the service sector - the company carries
out maintenance and repair of gas chromatographs and certifies natural trunk gas. «UgraPGS» is the official dealer of Surgut special CB «Chromatec».
Among the customers of the company there are more than fifty major enterprises,
including OJSC «Surgutneftegaz», OJSC «SiburTyumen Gas», Surgut hydro-electric power
plant, OOO «Gazprom processing», LLC «Gazprom mining Urengoy», LLC «Gazprom mining
Yamburg», OOO «Gazprom transgaz Surgut » and others.
Product description:
Calibration gas mixtures, development, assembly of gas-analyzers, chromatographic
and repair of gas analytical equipment. The volume of the balloons is from 1 dm3 to 40
dm3.
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Virshke, LLC
Addres: 628615, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Nizhnevartovsk,
Neftyanikov st., 74
Phone: (3446) 46-80-58 +7 982 536 05 69
E-mail: info@virshke.ru
Website: www.virshke.ru
Company operation description:
The company from Khanty-Mansiysk autonomous okrug - Ugra produces specialized
printing equipment: digital hot foil printing machine. The company is one of the 4 producers
in the world, who producing such equipment. Digital hot foil printing machine implements
single and short-run printing impressions of the golden and silver shades on various types of
surfaces: paper, leather, faux leather, vinyl paper, laminate, plastic, satin ribbons, Plexiglas,
acrylic, film like Oracle, etc. In many cases, hot foil printing machine allows you to replace
the press for hot foil stamping. In addition, to hot foil printing machine are available some
things which are not available to the press, such as printing of hair stock and small items.
Appliance: production of advertising and small print products. Foil Print 106 is the only world
digital hot foil printing machine with such characteristics.
The company is the only manufacturer of these products in the Russian market. On
FoilPrint 106 one can use two types of print heads, width 57 and 106 mm. Each head is
installed in a special cartridge that is changed in a few seconds.
The company has experience of deliveries to Belarus, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan,
Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, Brazil, Argentina, Europe.
Product description:
Digital hot foil printing machine Foil Print 106.
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Zavod Almaz-Kabel, LLC
Addres: 628615, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Raduzhnyy,
Yuzhnaya promzona
Phone: +7(34668)4-10-72, 4-12-32, 4-11-50
E-mail: almaz@almaz-hmao.ru
Website: www.almaz-hmao.ru
Company operation description:
The company has complete production cycle starting from development and receipt
of materials to supply of equipment with further maintenance. 95% of produced production
consists of nodes and details which are made on own production assets, ensuring high
quality and reliability of nodes and components. The company occupies about 18%
market share of the submersible equipment in Russia, as the only Western Siberia companymanufacturer of serial complete submersible equipment for oil extraction, reservoir pressure
maintenance systems, carries out servicing for more than 9,5 thousand oil wells.
Product description:
Serial complete submersible equipment for oil extraction, reservoir pressure
maintenance systems: submersible motors, submersible electric centrifugal pumps, gun
barrel tank and gas stabilizer modules, wear sleeves and additional modules, cable
extenders, telemetry system.
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MC, LLC
Addres: 628012, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Surgut, Tereshkovoy
st., 1, office 204
Phone: +7(3462) 60-06-13
Fax: +7(3462) 60-06-13
E-mail: m-k1313@mail.ru, mkesti@mail.ru
Website: www.mk-pro.ru
Company operation description:
MC, LLC is a reliable producer and supplier of pipeline fitting. The company supplies
high-quality piping and valves on affordable costs for all industrial and commercial
applications.
The company is also engaged in the design and manufacture of valves, parts and
equipment for individual orders in a timely manner. Qualified specialists of the company
«MC» also offer a range of services: design and manufacturing of centralizers and drainage
nodes; thermal processing of metals and alloys; design and manufacturing of pipeline
components; complex tests of pipe fittings; plasma cutting and other services. Before
the delivery products are tested and quality controlled. This ensures compliance of the
products all the stated characteristics.
Product description:
Tube fitting: ball valves. Shut-off valves: pigtail hooks, faucets, stopcocks. Quickdisconnecting joint. Spectacle blind (seals), flanges, blind disk, valve control pillar. All
products are manufactured in accordance with current all-Union State Standard, technical
condition and the technical requirements of the customer.
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Geological Modeling Center, LLC
Addres: 628012, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Chehova st., 16/4
Phone: +7 (3467) 35-78-52, +7 912 417 57 04
E-mail: geomodeling@mail.ru
Website: www.geo-modeling.ru
Company operation description:
An innovative company «Geological Modeling Center» specializes in the development
and testing of new methods of geological modeling.
Brief description of the project: The goal is to create a complex deposits forecasting
and simulation integrated technology. The use of this technology makes it possible to the
subsoil user to increase the efficiency of exploration and development drilling (minimum
in 6-times). The «OilRiver» center introduced technology consists of a set of specialized
processing techniques, interpretation of field seismic data and geological modeling that
allow to receive the unique, geological models to a fundamentally new layer of information
- fracture-block structure of oil fields. Based on the results of the Center for Mathematical
Modelling of wave field, it was the determination of a specialized graph processing
field seismic information and feature space formed by fractured zones. As a part of the
technology the reserves development profitability ensures accurate placement of wells
in the filter channels. The scheme of the geological and technical measures performing
«Connection» of wells drilled to the mapped highly permeable (1-3 Darcy) filter channels in
the deposits of the Bazhenov Formation and pre-Jurassic complex, was worked out in the
process of industrial implementation of the technology in a number of fields.
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NPP Ecotechnocentre, LLC
Addres: 628284, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Uray, Lesnoy
microraion, 60
Phone: +7 908 89 60 830
E-mail: kush33@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The main purpose is to organize the production of a wide range of new environmentally
friendly organic fertilizers and feed additives on the basis of vermicompost as a product
of human waste processing method vermicultivation. Promoting population Khanty-Ugra
system of organic farming, which allows to grow ecologically clean agricultural products.
At the heart of the production is complex, innovative technology produce
vermicompost in fermenters improved construction in the Far North and the products of
its further processing by chemical and biotech processing reagentami- modifiers and
microorganisms on the highly successful safety mechano-chemical technology.
Product description:
Eco-fertilizer «Biogumustin» is liquid extracts on the basis of vermicompost; worms
forage biomass «Dendrobena» and «Staratel».
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Ucloud, LLC
Addres: 628001, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Studencheskaya st., 27, office 108
Phone: +7 (3467) 34-50-40
Fax: +7 (3467) 37-18-99
E-mail: info@ucloud.ru
Website: www.ucloud.ru
Company operation description:
The company was founded in the city of Khanty-Mansiysk in September 2010; the
company’s profile – granting of “cloud” services to business customers.
The list of services:
Backup Service. Desktop Service. Virtual Hosting. Site Builder.
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Ruvita, LLC
Addres: 628001, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Ledovaya st., 5, office 4
Phone: +7 (3467) 30-58-70
E-mail: info@ruvita.ru
Website:: www.ruvita.ru
Описание деятельности компании:
The company «Ruvita» specializes in creating online regional shopping centers. Online
platform is designed to support regional markets, taking into account the needs of small
businesses. Simple and user-friendly functionality, it allows you to create a website and start
an online trading for 30 minutes. This service allows you to completely replace conventional
shopping malls and accumulate on the platform of all trade in the city.
In addition, on-site provides the following functionality: your business control panel; the
ability to upload unlimited goods and services; unique address on the Internet; Messaging
module; intelligence system; Integrated CRM-system; a tool for creating coupons and
promotions; automatic unloading of the goods and services in social networks; the
possibility of creating 3D tours of outlets.
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IE Dugaev А.А.
Addres: 628011, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Piskunova st., 3
Phone: +7(3467) 30-98-68
E-mail: contacts@tm-ss.ru
Website: www.tm-ss.ru
Company operation description:
The company was registered in 2014. It works in a field of designing, prototyping,
implementation, testing, and supporting Internet projects. Most priority and rapidly growing
field of activity of the company is development of scalable software platforms and web
applications. One of the main specialization of our company is the realization of adaptive
web sites for all types of mobile devices, as well as effective online stores with maximum
business processes automation.
The company occupies a leading position in the region and has experience of more
than 50 Internet-projects. The company is a leader in the regional market of Internet projects.
The company has extensive experience in developing Internet projects. The advantage of
the company is the qualification and the best practices application experience:
1. Front-end: HTML5 & CSS3; CDN; Bootstrap; jQuery, Zepro; Angular, VueJS; WebGL
2. Back-end: Laravel; Phalcon; MySQL; PostgreSQL; Mongo DB; Redis
3. CMS: 1СBitrix; Wordpress; ModX
4. Promotion: SEO; SMM; Analytics; Usability-analyses
Product description:
Design, development and support of Internet projects. The most priority and fastgrowing field of activity «Trid Media» is the development of scalable software platforms
and web-applications. This section addresses the most unusual customer requirements:
application for receiving and processing system; document management; CRM-system
and task-tracking; processing of banking transactions; Integration with third-party services
and API.
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2digma, LLC
Addres: 628011, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, Khanty-Mansiysk,
Lopareva st., 15-25
Phone: +7 902 819 90 77
E-mail: paradigmaniya@gmail.com
Website: www.2digma.ru
Company operation description:
«2digma» is a unique online platform, which is a source of useful information about the
main events of the city.
The service allows to create best offers of business, commercial, social and cultural
organizations in the form of bright windows. The application is also attractive to residents,
as it contains information on coming events in the city: about exhibitions, conferences,
concerts, performances, presentations, sporting events, training courses, training courses,
profitable promotions and offers from companies.
The system is a mobile app and web-site that allows to send instant push-notification
to the registered users.
Product description:
Franchise of multifunctional online business center «2digma».
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Ugra MVS Technologii, LLC
Addres: 628011, Russia, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomus Okrug - Ugra, KhantyMansiysk, Studencheskaya st., 27
Phone: + 7 (342) 274-27-74, 274-50-38
E-mail: ooo-mvs@mail.ru
Company operation description:
The priority of the company is the introduction of modern technologies for the
associated gas utilization preparation. The company provides a full range of works
on the preparation of projects of natural and associated gas to transport and on gas
condensate processing to produce a highly targeted product.
The installation operation is based on the use of the known vortex effect, but has
a unique design feature. In the installation operation instead of the external action as
the working body the gas itself is used, passing in a certain way at a certain volume.
Technological know-how, supported by the patents, makes the process stable,
manageable and effective.
Product description:
Technological complex for deep disposal of associated petroleum and natural
gas by means of obtaining gas-dynamic controlled gas flows of different temperatures,
ensuring effective separation. The technological scheme includes a vortex ejector
heat recovery heat exchanger, separator and gas-distributing pipe
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